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Introduction 

Human interaction now includes frequent instant messaging, Facebook 

posts, Twitter threads, and YouTube comments which – occurring daily 

for many of us – are increasingly the subject of sociolinguistic research 

(Androutsopoulos; Danet and Herring; Squires “Twitter;” “Computer-
mediated;” English). This type of everyday reading and writing can be 

carried out and regulated by anyone, anywhere, and some language users 

choose to deviate from written norms in many ways for many reasons. 
Examining these ways and reasons falls within the field of New Literacy 

Studies (NLS). This paper explores how and why spellings in Scots – a 

variety of codes with no written standard – are used among a small 
number of Twitter users. It does so on the assumption that deviation from 
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2 H. Pottinger…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

orthographic norms (in this instance, from those of standard English) 
usually carries observable social meaning (Sebba Spelling; 
“Orthography”). 

Scots is a language for which the definition, social currency, visibility, 
and education are all currently in contested positions. In August 2020, 
the indeterminate status of Scots in a written context was brought to 

wider public attention when it was revealed that around half of the Scots-
language Wikipedia entries had been authored by an American teenager. 
In the wake of this scandal (for it was truly scandalous to some), 
discussions of best practice regarding spelling Scots online have 

proliferated. This investigation asks: how do two specific groups spell 
Scots on Twitter, and why might they choose to do so? These questions 

are posed through the lens of NLS – that is, the perspective that instances 

of reading and writing are practices embedded in a wider social context. 

The prevailing research into Scots orthography in the context of 
Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) is characterised by 

quantitative accounts of sociolinguistic variation or relatively speculative 

analyses of covert ideologies. Of course, these have been useful in 

describing macro-level variation in Scots (Shoemark et al. “Topic;” “Aye;” 

Tatman) or showing how ideologies of Scots orthography are expressed 

and contested (Cutler). This paper foregrounds the role of language 

attitudes in shaping language itself. Through direct contact with authors, 
detailed responses to linguistic and ideological questions revealed certain 

conflicts from which motives for the orthographic choices of Scots users 

online – for which there has been no account thus far – emerged. This is 

triangulated with a linguistic analysis of tweets, which showed different 

orthographic trends for different groups, and any covert attitudes evident 

within those tweets. Combined, the data for one of the groups show a 

correlation between ideology, stigma, and the use of specific, more 

‘correct’ or ‘ideal’ linguistic features. 

This paper takes the following structure. Firstly, literature on 

sociolinguistic approaches to non-standard orthography and CMC is 

reviewed, with an overview of written Scots in its present context. A 

section on methodology then provides details of the research design, data, 
participants, and the limitations of the investigation. This is followed by 
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3 ...........................................................Languages Standards in Unstadardised Language 

an analysis of linguistic features and ideological findings. These two 

analytical foci are then brought together in a brief discussion, followed by 

some concluding comments. 

Context 

Social Approaches to Orthography 

Orthography is tied up in the practices of reading and writing. These 

literary practices are connected to the way we write, the words we choose, 
and the social structures that define them and which they help to define. 
This idea is what motivates the conception of orthography itself as a 

practice in which values, attitudes, and social relationships become 

important, as does one’s awareness of orthography and literacy (Jaffe et 

al.). 

Standard English spelling suppresses optional variability in pursuit 

of linguistic uniformity (Milroy and Milroy). Deviation from uniformity is 

the concern of variationist sociolinguistics, which takes as its premise the 

idea that linguistic choices usually contain social meaning. Traditionally, 
spoken language has been the preserve of this type of investigation, 
assumed to be the primary domain in which variation and its association 

with cultural politics, national/regional identity, and social identity, are 

manifested. Despite efforts to create written uniformity, there is – 

perhaps increasingly – orthographic variation in English as speakers of 
non-standard varieties put their languages into writing. 

While some might invoke the sound of a particular language variety, 
there are also non-standard orthographic variants that indicate no 

phonological change according to the conventions of standard English. 
One example is the use of <wuz> instead of <was> in graffiti (Sebba 

Spelling) which, no more economical than the standard variant, becomes 

a primarily symbolic feature of sociocultural significance; authors of 
British Creole have used these to consciously present their language as 

an ‘anti-standard’ (Sebba “Phonology”). Similarly, non-standard spellings 

in German fanzines were found to include “purely graphemic 

modifications” (Androutsopoulos “Non-standard,” 514), said to be 

associated with a desire to deviate subversively from the dominant 

culture and its conformity to standard spelling conventions. 
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4 H. Pottinger…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Sebba outlines a framework which accounts for authors’ motives, 
viewing orthography as part of “a symbolic system embedded in culture, 
shaping and yet also shaped by a set of cultural practices to which it gives, 
and by which it is given, meaning” (Sebba Spelling, 13). Within this 

system lie various conventions, notably the association between spelling 

and sound, which happens to be a rather complex one in English – a deep 

orthography (Ziegler et al.) in which two words with the same spelling 

may sound different, and two with different spellings may sound the 

same. With conventions come deviations to varying degrees of legitimacy. 
Licensed variation, such as the option to use <learned> or <learnt> is 

hardly disputed, whereas the unlicensed use of <u> for you in a formal 
letter is deemed unacceptable. A social orthographic approach is 

primarily concerned with the latter, though these are more constrained 

by norms than they might seem; although <was> can be and is written as 

<wuz>, it cannot be <zbx>, as this deviates too far from sound-spelling 

conventions. Sebba (Spelling) therefore suggests a zone of social meaning 

as the site of investigation – an area of creative innovation between the 

extremes of total adherence to orthographic convention and completely 

unregulated spelling, in which the deviating orthography is 

simultaneously recognisable by its proximity to the standard as well as 

its distance from it. 

What this zone suggests is that spelling conventions are not an 

autonomous system but are instead defined by social forces. This 

positions such a view of orthography within NLS, which sees literacy as 

“patterned by social institutions and power dynamics” (Deumert and 

Lexander, 526). For instance, bilingual writers may wish to use separate 

codes for the same reasons they might be used in speech – such as to 

distinguish in-group and out-group relations (Gumperz). However, we 

must bear in mind that these writers are often confronted with 

orthographies that they are not educated in, that may have no standard 

written form, or that may be deemed illegitimate; in addition, as 

explained above, they have graphemic resources available to them that 

do not represent speech. Therefore, it is overly simplistic to apply (to 

writing) sociolinguistic approaches to speech. This is because there are 

considerations unique to the written word. For instance, non-standard 

spellings appear more often in domains where variation is more 
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5 ...........................................................Languages Standards in Unstadardised Language 

acceptable, such as in literature (Sebba “Phonology”). Within the informal 
domain of SMS messaging, Deumert and Lexander found that, despite 

the extra effort required to use ‘proper’ written forms of various African 

languages, authors could ‘show off’ to peers by not approximating their 

spellings to the conventions of English or French. 

Social Media and CMC 

NLS takes digital media, where most of our reading and writing practices 

occur today, as one of its key sites of study. Increasingly, our days are 

bookended by our mobile phones (Schroeder), through which anything 

can be published and subsequently viewed by anyone (Hauser) – such is 

the access to and efficiency of platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, 
and Twitter. Thus, the scope for and relevance of research into CMC and 

how it acts as an arena for non-standard orthographic negotiation have 

expanded rapidly, contributing to a fuller understanding of “the linguistic 

and social properties of contemporary English and its speakers” (Squires, 
English: 3). 

Social media is considered to be one of the major phenomena 

associated with globalisation, a process in which the broadening of 
human networks and prevalence of the English language are often cited 

as causes of a homogenisation of culture. Online content is dominated by 

“high-tech industrialised countries influenced by Western culture” in a 

one-sided communicative relationship with minority cultures and 

communities (Hauser, 5-6). Thus, much of the understanding of media 

language “is that of a centripetal force whose effect on language in the 

community can only be imagined as a pull towards homogenization” 

(Androutsopoulos “Theorizing,” 283). However, Hjarvard’s theory of 
mediatisation shows the relationship between digital media and cultural 
identity to be a complex one, with homogenising effects present at a global 
or national level, but also differentiating ones at a local or individual 
level. The investigation of sociolinguistic differentiation in CMC might 

include the “deployment of features from one or more dialects or registers 

in constructing speaker persona [and] the voicing of social identities and 

intergroup relations in media performance” (see Back and Zepeda), as 

well as the ideologies associated with certain language varieties and 
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6 H. Pottinger…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

representations of them, from the perspective of both users and 

audiences. 

Language mediated by electronic devices is predominantly written, 
bringing about a mass literacy in which “more people write, people write 

more, and unregimented writing goes public” (Androutsopoulos 

“Theorizing,” 288). Everyday communication is no longer the preserve of 
speech. Orthographic resources available to social media users include: 
(1) capitalisation/punctuation and users’ varying degrees of 
standardness, (2) graphic symbols beyond the typical repertoire of writing 

scripts (symbols such as *@^# and emojis/emoticons), and (3) 
“orthographic spelling variations which signal social (indexical) meaning” 

(Squires “Computer-mediated:” 480), with particular reference to the 

‘purely graphemic’ variants mentioned earlier. Of course, CMC and 

speech are connected in important ways, and many users exploit the 

informality of social media to convey speech through writing; vernacular 

variation within CMC has been researched, notably in Jamaican Creole 

(Hinrichs) and AA(V)E (Ilbury; Jones “Toward;” “Tweets”), in which users 

aim to ‘write as they speak’. 

However, work on identity and orthographic variation within English 

CMC often lacks detailed accounts of authors’ motives, which tend to be 

interpreted covertly from online data, usually provided by users unknown 

to the researcher. Though this can be revealing when linguistic ideologies 

are discussed explicitly on online forums, as in Heyd and Mair’s study of 
Nigerian Pidgin, such insight is rare. The social meaning of authors’ 
orthographic deviations from standard English are perhaps best accessed 

via a combination of both online and ‘offline’ data sources, as Deumert 

and Lexander have done. The potential for research of this type is great, 
although a sufficient account of how and why Scots is written online is 

lacking, despite the influential online presence of advocates and writers 

of the language: makars (Kathleen Jamie), performers (Iona Fyfe), 
journalists (Alistair Heather), and spoken-word poets (Len Pennie) – to 

name but four. 

Scots 

Scots has been defined as a West Germanic language continuum ranging 
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7 ...........................................................Languages Standards in Unstadardised Language 

from ‘dense’ Scots (varieties such as those spoken in Orkney, which are 

less intelligible to English-speaking monolinguals) to Scottish Standard 

English (Corbett et al.), comprising numerous regional and other social 
varieties that overlap. Once the national language of Scotland, Scots 

enjoyed prestige in spoken and written forms, particularly in the early 

period (1375-1450), before suffering a general decline from the mid-
sixteenth century onwards. It was at this point that written Scots began 

to be replaced by English, though most Scottish people continued to speak 

their local dialects. However, power was increasingly centralised around 

Westminster following the 1707 union of parliaments, causing most of the 

Scottish urban middle classes to gravitate linguistically towards a ‘new 

order’ in which “[t]hroughout the 18th century, English was taught as 

essentially a second language throughout Scotland” and “[s]elf-help 

manuals abounded, listing Scotticisms to be avoided” (Millar “Scots,” 

239). The social and political influence of the English-speaking upper 

middle classes subsequently affected the language of print and, to varying 

degrees, the literary practices of the lower middle and working classes. 

In Scotland today there is a desire to bolster both the status and usage 

of Scots in response to (perceptions of) stigmatisation and erosion. Unger 

has reported that in “bottom-up” discourses, Scots is simultaneously 

celebrated and viewed as “deficient;” it is a language with a position on 

the “linguistic market” (Bourdieu) that is dependent on the variety and 

context in which it is employed (Lowing)1, and even on the spellings used 

(McClure “The Debate”). One clear case seems to be that of Glesca, which 

bears the brunt of negative attitudes (Macafee “Traditional”). Policy 

moves – such as the (re)introduction of Scots into primary and secondary 

school teaching, promotional campaigns by The Scots Language Centre, 
recognition of the language by the European Charter for Regional and 

Minority Languages – have increased public awareness, although it is not 

certain how far these translate to positive change in education (Costa; 
Lowing) and in government (Millar “Burying”). Despite its shortcomings, 
the question on Scots in the 2011 Census in Scotland has “gone some way 

to establishing” the legitimacy of the language, “not only at the state 

level, but also among the public” (Sebba “Named,” 360). There is also a 

1 Shoba (2010) also reports a complex situation regarding status in the context of education. 

..................................................................Journal of Languages, Texts, and Society, Vol. 5 (2021) 



    

 

 

         

          
            

           
 

            
            

           
              

            
           

           
            

            
          

          
                 
            

  

         
        
           

           
               

            
          

          
           
          

      

  

       
        

            
            

8 H. Pottinger…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

wealth of basic information and learning resources available courtesy of 
the Scots Language Centre, Aye Can, Oor Vyce, and more recent attempts 

to guide speakers in using Scots appropriately in writing (see next 

section). 

While the range of language varieties in Scotland related to English 

are appropriately captured by the idea of a continuum, there are some 

issues with calling them all Scots. Including all these varieties would 

show Scots to be in widespread use in Scotland, though it “appears to be 

in terminal decline, at least as an entity separate from Scottish English” 

(Millar “Scots,” 241). In a journalistic article responding to a reader’s 

letter, Trudgill makes the same distinction: “Mr ______ used the terms 

“Scots” and “Scottish English” in his letter as if they are interchangeable. 
I would like to suggest that they are not.” Elsewhere, Stuart-Smith and 

Douglas have labelled the continuum itself as “Scottish English,” with 

“Scots” being a predominantly working-class set of varieties lying within 

it. For the most part, it seems that Scots is conceived of as a set of codes 

in which lexis, syntax, and orthography are different from that of Scottish 

Standard English. 

This conceptual confusion, along with ambiguities surrounding status 

and the problem of stigmatisation/marginalisation, had implications for 

the 2011 Census in Scotland and its conclusions about speaker numbers 

(Niven; Sebba “Named”). The census question on Scots was based on self-
reported ability to read, write, and speak, and so the issues of what is and 

is not “Scots,” what constitutes competence in it, and the interaction of 
these two subjectivities give us cause to question the findings. 
Nevertheless, we might conclude from some quantitative data – for 

instance, that 70% of respondents claimed they could not speak the 

language – that Scots is not something the Scottish population 

understands to be in common use. 

Scots Orthography 

After technological developments in eighteenth-century printing, written 

Scots came under further pressure from anglicisation. However, 
resistance to this came in the form of an “aggrieved national sentiment,” 

which motivated the publication of texts in Scots as “an explicitly Scottish 

Journal of Languages, Texts, and Society, Vol. 5 (2021)………………………………………………………….. 



        

 

           

         
            

           
             

           
          
        

          
         

          
              

          
             
         

           
             

          
          

 

          
        

          
           

         
          

            
        

            
            

         

 
            

         

                

              

                
      

9 ...........................................................Languages Standards in Unstadardised Language 

means of expressing cultural identity” (Bann and Corbett, 62). High-
quality Scots literature began to appear precisely in the period when the 

language was suffering its decline, with Robert Burns being “only the 

most famous of a number of 18th and 19th century poets using Scots” 

(Millar “Scots,” 239), such as Robert Fergusson and, to some extent, 
Walter Scott. Growing mass literacy in the nineteenth century again 

caused orthographic practices to approximate standard English, before 

the ‘Scottish Renaissance’ of the early twentieth century, and most 

popularly modernist C.M. Grieve (‘Hugh McDiarmid’), revived a literary 

form of written Scots based on eighteenth-century written norms, often 

referred to as Lallans. It is important to note that, at least since Scottish 

society became urabanised during the industrial revolution, this type of 
traditional Lowland Scots (or some imitation of it) has been viewed as a 

respectable opposite of ‘slovenly’ urban dialects (Aitken “Bad Scots;” 

McClure Scots). While the function and status of urban dialects are 

complex – as are those of other spoken varieties, none of which are 

accurately represented by Lallans – certain forms of traditional Scots 

writing possess a comparatively clearer and more prestigious function in 

literature. 

Literary orthography tends to combine Old Scots with representations 

of pronunciation2 using the sound-spelling conventions of standard 

English.3 Unstandardised, and with writers relatively free to include or 

exclude adapted, conservative, urban, or archaic forms as they see fit, 
contemporary Scots writing can be rather idiosyncratic. However, this 

may be changing. The Wikipedia scandal threw the importance of 
spelling into sharp focus; following the realisation that around half of the 

Scots language pages were linguistically unsatisfactory, eager editors 

soon realised that they themselves were unsure of how to contribute in 

the absence of a written standard. Historically, those who have shown the 

most interest in the standardisation of Scots orthography are 

2 Most commonly realised as vowel respellings. Aitken (“Scottish Accents;” “Scots”) has 

mapped 19 Scots vowels across different varieties of speech. 
3 For instance, while down might be rewritten as <doon>, good is still realised as <good> 

according to common Scottish speech. Hence, the combination of Old Scots elements such as 

<guid> with innovative ones like <doon>, which some writers may choose to do in order to 

emphasise visual difference from standard English. 

..................................................................Journal of Languages, Texts, and Society, Vol. 5 (2021) 



    

 

 

         

     
           

          
            

          
        

            
         

              
            
          

          
         
            

   

           
           
          

          
         

           
            

          
              

          
          

           
          
         

           
             

 
              

       

                

           
    

10 H. Pottinger…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

orthoepists/linguists, lexicographers, literary commentators, and 

language activists, who all face the same issue of high variability. 
Dictionaries have been digitised for various purposes, though the most 

comprehensive of these – Dictionary of the Scots Language (DSL) – offers 

long lists of spelling alternatives,4 as does the Scottish National 
Dictionary (SND). Often, spelling reform projects are political/ideological 
efforts to raise the status and academic respectability of Scots, with the 

accessibility and functionality of the orthographic system an afterthought 

(Bann and Corbett). While there is not scope in this paper to attempt to 

assess their utility, guides to Scots writing and spelling abound; of the 

various publications – official, academic, and grassroots – apparently, the 

most cited among language advocates online are Andy Eagle’s.5 With 

support from the Scottish Government, the Scots Language Centre 

recently conducted its own research to inform a detailed guide to writing 

called Scots Warks. 

An orthographic history that predates notions of an English written 

standard and the longevity of its literary legacy makes Scots an 

intriguing case when compared with research into other varieties of non-
standard English orthography online. The position that Scots is an 

independent language with independent practices (and therefore not an 

unlicensed deviation from English) is a perfectly reasonable one, held by 

the participants at the centre of this study. Nevertheless, the widespread 

ambivalence surrounding Scots within Scotland, and a lack of awareness 

of the language more broadly, remind us that it exists within a social and 

historical power dynamic in which standard English is the dominant 

written variety and regional aberrations are often viewed as illegitimate. 
While attitudes may be changing, until recently, those who spoke urban 

dialects at school were mocked, its speakers sometimes subject to 

physical punishment (Millar “Scots”). The effects of marginalisation on 

written Scots are perhaps even greater since far more people have 

reported using Scots as a spoken language than as a written one (Scottish 

4 Graphemic combinations not generally available in standard English, such as <kk> in makkin, 

further broaden the range of spelling alternatives. 
5 For instance, Aw Ae Wey – a review of suggested pan-dialectal orthographic norms that leans 

on 18th and 19th-century models. All resources are available at https://www.scots-online.org/, 
accessed 1st November 2021) 
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Government Social Research). 

Indeed, the use of Scots orthography can subvert this power dynamic 

(Jaffe), particularly when introduced to new and legitimating contexts 

such as official political documents (McGugan); until recently, written 

Scots was largely confined to particular literary domains – in which it 

thrives and which have overwhelmingly been the focus of academic 

research – and comic narrative (Corbett et al.). However, more recently, 
“social media has given rise to a new genre of casual, communicative 

writing that is potentially visible to large and diverse audiences, 
providing both a platform and an impetus to express one’s identity” 

(Shoemark et al. “Aye,” 1241) in written Scots. 

Scots Online 

Quantitative corpus-based research has shown Scots orthography online 

to encode phonetic variation, with evidence of style-shifting and some 

regional variation (Tatman). Shoemark et al. (“Topic;” “Aye”) have 

reported on the influence of topic, audience, and political identity; pro-
independence tweets in the lead-up to the 2014 Scottish independence 

referendum used slightly more Scots vocabulary and pronunciation 

respellings, though much less than in more informal tweets to smaller 

audiences, regardless of political affiliation (Shoemark et al. “Aye”). 

Associations between written Scottish language and humour in CMC 

is evident in the popularity of social media pages dedicated to ‘Scottish 

Tweets’.6 Here, ‘Scottishness’ is most commonly identified via 

pronunciation respellings and/or Scots lexical items understood broadly 

in the United Kingdom (wee, aye, etc.). The influential BuzzFeed article 

(Bailey) that is said to have brought ‘Scottish Twitter’ into broader 

recognition (Mitchell) described it as “the wildest place on Earth.” 

Bann and Corbett predict that digital technologies will not 

homogenise Scots orthography, arguing that the highly variable spellings 

do not present communicative issues and that norms are unlikely to be 

established in relatively unregulated online spaces. It is also suggested 

that the presumed desire to communicate broadly as a consequence of 

6 See @ScottishPatterr, @ScottishPeople_ and #ScottishPeopleTwitter. 
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12 H. Pottinger…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

globalisation “constrains the impulse to retain individual and community 

identity” (Bann and Corbett, 146), reflected in findings by Shoemark et 

al. (“Topic;” “Aye”) that show a preference for addressing a wider audience 

in standard English, rather than Scots. However, some norms are indeed 

being established in precisely those online spaces – I suspect due to 

ideological forces rather than communicative obstacles – and the global 
resource of social media has brought about a community of practice 

dedicated to the language and its use. 

Methodology 

Research Questions and Design 

This paper reports on two research questions taken from a larger 

investigation of Scots orthography online: 

a) What orthographic patterns can be found among groups of 
Scots-language Twitter users online? 

b) What are the motives for and attitudes towards Scots 

orthography, and how are these reflected in orthographic 

practices? 

I address them in two analytical stages, respectively: 

1. Analysis of orthographic and lexical features, using Aitken’s 

(“Scots”) and Bann and Corbett’s models, in tweet data from 

two groups. Written features are characterised as 

pronunciation respellings, historical spellings, and/or ‘ideal’ 
spellings. The authors’ frequency of non-standard spellings 

and use of a distinctive Scots lexicon is also considered. 
2. The linguistic findings are then cross-referenced with 

questionnaire responses of the Scots Language group (see 

‘Authors’), working within an NLS framework (Sebba 

“Phonology;” Spelling) that aims to uncover the social 
meanings behind non-standard orthographic practices. 

This approach provides an account of differentiation within Scots 

orthography online that emphasises the role of ideology in determining 

Journal of Languages, Texts, and Society, Vol. 5 (2021)………………………………………………………….. 
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the non-standard orthographic practices of the Scots Language group. 
Such ideologies, while central to the understanding of language variation, 
are absent from quantitative studies of bilingual online contexts and 

rarely explored in depth through interviews or questionnaires in 

qualitative ones. 

Data 

Tweets are short messages of up to 280 characters often containing 

images, videos, or an embedded ‘retweet’ from another user. The 

constraint on characters does not appear to influence the use of Scots 

since (1) most Tweets are kept well within the character limit, and (2) 
non-standard spellings do not appear to use fewer characters. A marked 

advantage of tweet data is that the problem of the Observer’s Paradox 

(Labov) is overcome, as in the present case, by using tweets taken from 

before the point of contact with the researcher. Scots is not listed as a 

language on Twitter, nor is it yet so on popular digital devices with inbuilt 

dictionaries and auto-correcting spellcheckers.7 

For the linguistic analysis, the ten most recent public tweets from 

twelve separate Scots users were manually selected. Since the frequency 

of posts varied greatly from user to user, tweets were not taken from the 

same timeframe, with the earliest dating back to 20th May 2019 and the 

latest 7th June 2020. Of particular interest are three factors: 

1. The percentage of non-standard spelling variants used by each 

author, as opposed to standard English ones. ‘Text language’, 
acronyms, emojis, hashtags, abbreviations, and names are 

excluded from the data, as are any translations offered by the 

author. 
2. Whether these spellings included any variants that do not 

appear to have been used in order to represent the 

pronunciation of the author (labelled ‘possible non-phonetic 

spellings’). 
3. Whether Scots lexical items were present that are not likely to 

be known to a non-Scots speaker. Included here are items 

7 In 2021, Mozilla Firefox published a Scots-language web browser. 
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listed in the DSL and considered to be not in use outside 

Scotland by the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) – either 

because they are not listed at all or labelled ‘obsolete’ and/or 

exclusively ‘Scottish’.8 

The twelve users were also invited to complete a questionnaire (see 

Appendix A) for stage two of the analysis. The questionnaire was emailed 

to willing participants and was designed to elicit attitudes towards and 

motives for Scots orthography, as well as some ethnographic data – age, 
occupation, and where each respondent had grown up. Certain 

respondents were also asked about specific tweets in which particular 

instances of non-standard orthography were of interest. 

This approach allowed me to access both overt and covert beliefs about 

language, providing a more complete analysis of the authors’ complex 

attitudes and motives. Hence, a combination of ‘screen data’ (tweets and 

comments) and ‘offline’ data from questionnaires has been used, 
revealing meaningful inconsistencies (see ‘Discussion’) that arise 

between datasets and even within a participant’s questionnaire response. 

Authors 

When selecting appropriate authors, this investigation used what 

Androutsopoulos (“Online,” 241-242) has described as a “roam around” 

style of observation in order to identify different styles of Scots from 

different Twitter sources. Beginning with the official pages of The Scots 

Language Centre (@LairnScots and @scotslanguage) and a ‘Scottish 

Twitter’ page (@ScottishPeople_), authors who regularly employed Scots 

variants were identified using Twitter’s ‘who to follow’ suggestions, 
retweets posted on these three pages, and through associated comments 

and threads. Six were selected from the Scots Language Centre pages 

(henceforth the ‘Scots Network’ group) and six from @ScottishPeople_ 

(the ‘Scottish Twitter’ group). 

All users were sent consent forms requesting the use of public tweets 

8 Alternate standard English spellings were also searched. For instance, when <puckle> was 

entered as <pickle>, entries were found in the OED indicating that its meaning as ‘a small 
amount’ may be generally intelligible to a non-Scots user. 
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and questionnaire responses for analysis and academic publication. Five 

users returned these along with the questionnaire. Since the ideological 
themes of this paper can cause disagreement within Scots-speaking 

communities, steps were taken to anonymise all users. As such, the 

original tweets of the questionnaire respondents have not been quoted 

and personal information has been removed. All Twitter handles in this 

paper are anonymous monikers.9 This paper recognises as an ethical 
issue the fact that Twitter users are not necessarily aware of the 

availability of their data for use in research and, as a policy of best 

practice recommended by Fiesler and Proferes, attempts were made to 

obtain consent from all users. 

The five questionnaire respondents – all from the Scots Language 

group – stated that they lived and had grown up in different regions of 
Scotland. Those with whom contact was not possible had their Twitter 

location set to somewhere in Scotland. The willingness of these 

participants was considered in the analysis; during correspondence, they 

were often eager to promote the Scots language and ensure that I had a 

sufficient understanding of it in order to carry out the investigation. 

Gender has been excluded as a sociolinguistic factor due to the 

insufficient number of participants who were able to confirm their 

gender. There is a need to better establish the relationship between CMC, 
gender, and standardness, building on work done by Lauren Squires, and 

this would no doubt be a worthy line of investigation with regards to 

Scots. The attribution of gender pronouns in this study is based solely 

and somewhat arbitrarily on the Twitter handles of each author. 

Limitations 

The application of traditional sociolinguistic methods to CMC raises some 

issues. Many of these10 are naturally overcome through: (1) a focus 

predominantly on orthography, (2) requesting basic ethnographic 

9 These include the <^> symbol, which cannot be used in real Twitter handles. The names used 

in the monikers were chosen at random and any coincidence with real Twitter users is by 

chance 
10 Androutsopoulos (Data Collection, 237-238) has listed some of the most common 

methodological obstacles to sociolinguistic research of CMC 
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information through contact with users, and (3) the fact that this 

investigation does not take an interactional approach and is not 

concerned with large datasets. An inherent problem with Twitter data is 

the ambiguity regarding audience, of which social media users are never 

entirely aware since posts intended for an intimate readership can be 

viewed and circulated invisibly, while those that have been written with 

an awareness of this fact may only be read by a close network of followers. 
For this investigation, however, it is sufficient to know an author’s 

intended audience, which was elicited in the questionnaire. 

Nevertheless, two shortcomings remain. Firstly, speech does have its 

part to play with regards to the phonetic or non-phonetic nature of certain 

variants, which could not be confirmed through observation. Where 
relevant, pronunciation has been discussed with participants as best as 

possible. This brings us to the second methodological issue: contact was 

only possible with five authors. It is regrettable that none of these 
belonged to the Scottish Twitter group; the views of these apparently less 

traditional, more urbanised authors would greatly inform the 

investigation. I have therefore focussed primarily on those who did 

respond to the questionnaire, and authors who did not are included only 
where appropriate. 

Findings and Analysis 

Linguistic Features 

Research Question A – what orthographic patterns are emerging in Scots 

orthography online? 

The results of the linguistic analysis from the two groups are as follows: 

Twitter 
Handle 

Scots vs 
English 

Possible 
non-
phonetic 
spellings 

Distinct 
lexis12 

Occupati 
on 

Age Stated 
location of 
origin 

12 Many more items of lexis from the Scots Network users that do not appear here were listed 

as ‘rare’ in the OED, with quotations chiefly from Scottish texts, such as <gaur>/<gar> for 
make. 
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@Rhuriadh 
^Paterson 

@Anne^La 
mont 

@Lachlan^ 
Leslie 

@Dr^McBr 
ide 

@Jim^Has 
tings 

variants11 

6/10 
tweets 
34/184 
items 
(18.47%) 
10/10 
tweets 
34/50 
items 
(68%) 
7/10 
tweets 
44/181 
items 
(24.3%) 
10/10 
tweets 
90/163 
items 
(55.21%) 

9/10 
tweets 
131/328 
items 
(39.94%) 

<guid> 
<schuil> 

<schuil> 
<mune> 
<auld> 
<burd> 

<guid> 
<traivells> 
<monie> 
<buke> 
<luikin> 
<through> 
<Yuil> 
<spikker> 
<finisht> 
<chynge> 
<wirds> 
<cauld> 
<efternuin 
> 
<bi> 
<auld> 
<uised> 

<ken> 
<bleester> 

<greet> 
<stey> 

<muckle> 
<braw> 

<braw> 

<braw> 
<stoater> 
<scrieve> 
<chiel> 

Teacher 

Teacher 

Writer 

Linguist 

Writer 

54 

50 

61 

N/A 

39 

Perth 

Aberdeens 
hire 

Clydebank, 
Dunbarton 
shire 

Scotland, 
not 
specified 

Hamilton/ 
Glasgow 

@Robert^D 7/10 <buik> <braw> Writer/ 54 Ayrshire 
anielli tweets 

19/207 
(9.17%) 

<pruifin> 
<puirith> 

<hoolie> 
<smirr> 
<baffies> 

poet 

Table 1. Results for the Scots Network Group (found through @LairnScots and 
@scotslanguage). 

11 Provided in this column for each author are: (1) the number of tweets containing Scots 

features, (2) the total number of Scots tokens for all tweets, and (3) the percentage of Scots vs. 
English variants. 
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18 H. Pottinger…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Twitter Handle Scots vs English 
variants 

Possible 
non-phonetic 
spellings 

Distinct 
lexis 

Stated 
location of 
origin/reside 
nce 

@Frankie^Laidlaw 7/10 tweets 
37/312 
(11.85%) 

0 0 Glasgow 

@Stuart^Grey 4/10 tweets 
8/220 items 
(3.63%) 

0 0 Glasgow 

@Martin^Logan 8/10 tweets 
23/141 items 
(16.31%) 

0 <clatty> Glasgow/ 
Munich 

@Gordon^Imlach 9/10 tweets 
26/244 items 
(10.65%) 

0 0 Glasgow 

@Billy^Nichols 5/10 tweets 
7/89 items 
(7.86%) 

0 0 Paisley 

@Gabby^Redpath 9/10 tweets 
25/254 items 
(9.84%) 

0 <wean> Glasgow 

Table 2. Results for the Scottish Twitter Group (found through 
@ScottishPeople_). 

The differences between the two groups across the three foci of 
linguistic analysis are ratherclear, manifested in many orthographic 

variants and lexical items which were not included in Shoemark et al. 
(“Topic;” “Aye”) or Tatman. These differences can be explained by 

established distinctions between sub-categories of Scots, detailed below. 

The use of <oo> to represent /ʊ/ or /u:/ in the sound-spelling 

relationship of standard English and RP has various phonetic 

possibilities in Scots; good or school, though more commonly represented 

by Aitken’s Vowel 7 as in /gʉd/ and /skʉl/ (Hughes et al.), may well be 

realised with Vowel 15 (/gɪd/ and /skɪl/) by Central Scots speakers (Aitken 

“Scottish Accents,” 99). Thus, <guid> or <schuil> might be deemed 

phonetic spellings, in accordance with the convention of <ui> to represent 

/ɪ/. Regardless, the consistent preference of <ui>, rather than the perhaps 

more straightforward <i>, has been included in Aitken’s notion of a 

written ‘Ideal Scots’. This is based on “an idealised conservative form of 
spoken Central Scots,” upon which “something like a standard variety of 

Journal of Languages, Texts, and Society, Vol. 5 (2021)………………………………………………………….. 
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literary Scots” (Aitken “Scots,” 528) is founded and which, as the name 

suggests, is the preserve of the ‘best’ speakers and writers. This relates 

to ideas of authenticity in Scots literary writing (McClure “The 

Language”) and is often used to support the concept of a Scots language. 
A similar orthographic distinction is drawn between ‘Older Scots Residue’ 
and ‘Innovative Scots’, the latter using phonetic orthographic choices 

more easily identified as pronunciation respellings, including <i> rather 

than <ui> (Bann and Corbett). This feature of Ideal Scots/Older Scots 

Residue, among others such as <ch> for /x/, was evident in the Scots 

Network dataset and absent from the Scottish Twitter group. 

One Scots Network author further avoided Innovative Scots through 

the use of the diacritic <í>13 in <hístory> for the purposes of not having 

to write the “arbitrarily phonetic” alternative <heestory>. Conversely, 
two of the Scottish Twitter users chose the innovative <heed> over the 

older <heid> for head. Some examples of Innovative Scots did appear 

among the Scots Network group, most noticeably <oo> to replace <ou> 

(<oor>, <doon>, <prood>, etc.), representing Aitken’s Vowel 6, a popular 

feature of speech across different varieties of Scots (Stuart-Smith “The 

Phonology”). However, no Older Scots Residue was seen in the Scottish 

Twitter spellings when an Innovative Scots feature was available. The 

Scottish Twitter dataset also showed variants that did not appear in the 

DSL either as an entry or as a citation, and which were not encountered 

in the literature; these include <awrite> (alright), <magine> (imagine), 
<gee> (give), and <way> (with), presumed to be phonetic innovations. 

Other spelling choices featured in the Scots Network group signalled 

no phonetic difference from the standard English spelling: 
<burd>/<bird>, <finisht>/<finished>, <mune>/<moon>, 
<traivells>14/travels>, <monie>/<many>, and <throu>/<through>. These 

“purely graphemic” (Androutsopoulos “Non-standard,” 514) variants 

seem to be used to flag the authors’ writing as simultaneously Scots and 

not English in a similar way to British Creole writers (Sebba 

13 This is by no means common practice in Scots and no clear evidence of its usage as such 

was found. It appears to be a carry-over from the use of grave accents in Scottish Gaelic to 

mark long vowels (SQA, 6). 
14 The DSL cited no examples of <ll> in travels after 1700. 
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20 H. Pottinger…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

“Phonology”), though with the added influence of established 

lexicographical, historical, and literary resources; the varied spellings of 
past tense and past participle endings such as <finisht>, for instance, 
were common in Early Modern English (Van Ostade, 256). 

The difference in lexical ‘thinness’ also indicates different degrees of 
‘readability’, with only two distinctively Scots items appearing in the 

Scottish Twitter dataset. Aitken (“Scots”) organises the lexical overlap 

between standard English and Scots in a 5-column model (see Appendix 

B), of which the first two columns are said to represent Ideal Scots. No 

lexical items from the 19 in Aitken’s Column 1 were found in the Scottish 

Twitter group, whereas <brae>, <bairn>, <ken>, and <gey> appeared in 

the Scots Network dataset, and <een> in the questionnaire data. Of those 

orthographic distinctions specified in Aitken’s Column 2, representing 

word-forms that have standard English cognates, 9/21 were found in the 

Scots Network group, compared to 2/21 in the Scottish Twitter group. 
Beyond Aitken’s Columns, much more distinctive Scots lexis appeared 

among Scots Network users compared to one innovative ‘slang’ form – 

<wean> (Macafee “Studying,” 57) – in the Scottish Twitter group. 

Though it is unclear whether, given recent changes in political 
sentiment and language policy and planning in Scotland, lexical erosion 

is currently occurring at the “very rapid” rate it was perceived to be by 

Macafee (“Studying,” 53), the difference in the use of traditional lexis 

between the two datasets is perhaps due to the perception of language 

loss; the type of vocabulary which is said to be at risk is exemplified by 

Aitken’s Column 1 and 2 lexis (Macafee “Studying,” 55). 

The use of <a>/<ah> for a first-person pronoun was common in both 

groups. However, 2/3 of the Scots Network users consistently capitalised 

the variant as <A>/<Ah> when it did not appear at the beginning of a 

sentence,15 compared to 0/4 of the Scottish Twitter users,16 with no 

instances of such capitalisation. When used as a contraction with an 

auxiliary verb, Scots Network users also punctuated the variants 

15 The three Scots Network users consistently used upper-case characters at the beginning of 

sentences. 
16 2/4 of the Scottish Twitter users consistently used upper-case characters at the beginning of 
sentences, while 2/4 used lower-case ones in almost all instances. 
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<ah>/<A>/<Ah> as: <A’v>, <A’m>, <ah’ve>, <ah’m>, and <Ah’m>. This 

occurred in 7/8 cases, alongside one instance of the second-person <ye’re>, 
whereas 0/10 contractions – <am>, <ad>, <ave>, and <av> – were 

punctuated in the Scottish Twitter group.17 Although there seems to be 

no clear scholarly account of capitalisation or apostrophe use for personal 
pronouns, to do so appears to be an act of care in keeping with 

prescriptivist views and concerns over the status of Scots (see ‘Attitudes 

and Motives’). 

The variant <a> also replaced of for Scottish Twitter users but not for 

the Scots Network users, who consistently use <o>, the preferred variant 

of Burns (1787) and the DSL (Dictionar o the Scots Leid). Indeed, the 

orthographic choices for of represent a clear difference between the two 

groups: 

Variant of ‘of’ Scottish Twitter Scots Network 

<a> 9 0 

<ae> 6 0 

<o> 0 17 

Table 3. Variants of ‘of.’ 

Both <o> and <a> are listed in the DSL as variants of ‘of’ before and after 

1700, while <ae> is not listed as a preposition. 

Scottish Twitter users employed a <-y> ending for the negative 

contractions <canny> (can’t) and <hasny> (hasn’t). No Scots Network 

users did this, instead preferring the <-ae> and <-a> endings in <didnae> 

(didn’t), <cannae> (can’t), <couldnae> (couldn’t), and <dinnae>/<dinna> 

(don’t). None of these are found among the Scottish Twitter users. 
Although the DSL does not list contractions as specific entries, the <-ae> 

endings can be found in example sentences under other entries, while the 

<-y> endings cannot. 

The linguistic analysis shows, through a higher rate of non-standard 

spellings and distinctive Scots lexis as well as the use of traditional 

17 It is noted here that all Scottish Twitter users consistently punctuated standard English 

contractions, though the influence of autocorrecting spell-checkers here is unknown. 
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22 H. Pottinger…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

orthographic features of Old Scots Residue and Ideal Scots, the Scots 

Network group’s orthography is more visually distant from standard 

English than that of the Scottish Twitter group. Aitken (“Scots,” 529), 
commenting on the archaisms of Ideal Scots, states: “as is often the case, 
the members of society most strongly conscious of traditions and culture 

are the ‘educated’ – who are perhaps rather better represented among the 

middle class.”18 The occupations of the Scots Network participants 

suggest they are well-educated and/or likely to be members of the Scottish 

middle class. @Robert^Danielli, whose low rate of Scots spellings (9.17%) 
might be considered anomalous, still displayed dense Scots usage (up to 

58% Scots spellings) in tweets outside the dataset. 

Attitudes and Motives 

This section addresses research question B by reporting on the motives 

for orthographic choices among Scots Network users, which at first 

appear to reflect the variable nature of Scots itself. It was not possible to 

interpret the overt or covert attitudes of the Scottish Twitter authors 

since they did not respond to the questionnaire and no references to 

language use were found in tweets. To infer from this an apparent apathy 

towards Scots usage would be excessively speculative. 

Stated orthographic models included Doric, poems, dictionaries, a 

complex mixture of these, “no model,” and “traditional” Lowland Scots. 
When asked, there was also a difference of opinions among respondents 

over the significance of <ui> to replace different vowel sounds 

represented in standard English by <oo> and <u> in some of the items 

listed in Table 1; these include the phonemes /ɪ/ and /u/, signalling that 

the intended pronunciation is something other than that of RP, awareness 

of register, the authority of dictionaries and old texts as orthographic 

models, and efforts to raise the status of Scots by avoiding overly-phonetic 

spelling, with both positive and negative views towards this. 

A curiosity arises herein that the various perspectives given by the 

respondents outnumber them, which is not uncommon according to 

18 Associations between certain codes of ‘educated’ Scots and ‘correctness’ are taken here to 

be arbitrary ones with no coherent linguistic basis, but likely based on value judgments. See 

Cameron for value judgments and ‘correctness’ in English and Aitken (1982, 2015) in Scots. 
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@Anne Lamont, a self-confessed ‘leid banger’ (a play-on-words with 

‘headbanger’, meaning something like ‘language fanatic’): “if you put 3 

leid bangers in a room you get 7 opinions.” However, all respondents 

seemed accepting of the variability of Scots in terms of orthography and 

speech; when given examples sentences from ‘Scottish Twitter’ and asked 

to comment on the @Scottishpeople_ page, the response was almost 

entirely consistent with the inclusive notion of Scots as a broad 

continuum. 

At first glance, the respondents’ views seem disjointed – not only 

differing from user to user but sometimes within individual questionnaire 

responses. Indeed, the greatest point of agreement is that there is no 

agreement on spelling. How to account, then, for the linguistic 

similarities in the respondents’ tweets? There are important areas of 
consistency; firstly, all agreed that tweets written in Scots were, to 

different extents, not simply a representation of speech. These accounts, 
supported by the linguistic analysis, takes them out of the territory of 
pronunciation respellings. Tweets were also described as a chance to 

improve writing skills, to develop a Scots-speaking community online, to 

establish written conventions, and to incorporate various varieties of 
Scots into a ‘pan-dialect.’ Furthermore, all respondents mentioned the 

recognition or development of the Scots language at some point, with 

some suggestions that this could be achieved by avoiding ‘slang’ and 

certain phonetic variants that might be stigmatised. 

This perception of stigma is likely the reason why, despite the initial 
acceptance of Urban/Innovative Scots usage, specific prescriptivist 

worries emerge elsewhere in the questionnaire responses regarding the 

grammar, punctuation, and spelling of ‘Scottish Twitter’. Commenting on 

the capitalisation and punctuation of first-person pronouns and their 

contractions with auxiliary verbs, @Robert^Danielli stated: “It’s lazy. No 

standardisation includes such lax grammar.” @Jim^Hastings, who 

deemed such concerns unimportant, still punctuated contractions, 
possibly due to an awareness of the somewhat aggressive implementation 

of orthographic ‘standards’, about which he said: “some people do their 

absolute nut.” It is perhaps the same concern for status that motivates 

objections to ‘Scottish Twitter’ as a concept; all those who gave an opinion 
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24 H. Pottinger…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

on the @ScottishPeople_ page were worried that Scots was not taken 

seriously as a language but instead limited to a humorous and 

illegitimate way of writing English, with one user viewing the tweets as 

“demeaning racial stereotypes unrepresentative of both people & 

language.” Some celebrated the humour of ‘Scottish Twitter’ while also 

aware of the fact that to do so “does little if anything” to raise the status 

of a language, “and may well have the opposite effect” (Sebba Spelling, 
105). 

Shoemark et al. (“Topic”) showed evidence among Scottish Twitter 

users of style-shifting influenced by audience, with users employing Scots 

variants more when addressing what they presumed to be a Scottish 

audience, particularly smaller ones. 3/5 respondents claimed they 

sometimes tweeted in English when addressing wider, non-Scots 

audiences and 4 answered the questionnaire in mostly standard English. 
There was also awareness of the problems associated with 

accommodating English-speaking monolinguals; it was made clear by 

@Anne^Lamont that an instinct to answer the questionnaire in Scots was 

suppressed only by a reluctance to seem “rude or obtuse,” and she and 

others made efforts to incorporate Scots phrases. The importance of 
domain in establishing a ‘serious’ language was addressed, with 

respondents worried that Scots writing was predominantly used in 

humorous contexts. @Rhuriadh^Paterson expressed concerns about Scots 

being a taboo in formal contexts, stating, of the languages he knows, he 

actively resolved to subvert these taboos, including in the questionnaire 

itself: “I feel empowered tae use ony an ilka een finiver A see fit” [I feel 
empowered to use any and every one whenever I see fit]. @Lachlan^Leslie 

claimed to use an Ideal Scots spelling - <schuil> - in more formal contexts. 

To sum up, the questionnaire data shows an inclusive definition of 
Scots existing alongside linguistic and ideological concerns. These two 

elements, in their most opposed forms, perhaps present more of a 

contradiction than they would among English speakers concerned about 

language standards, who do not see their language as under threat. The 

respondents sought to welcome any “brave” attempt at putting their 

minority language variety into writing while also emphasising the 

importance of certain linguistic conventions in elevating it. 
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@Jim^Hastings: I don’t think how other people use language is 
really anybody else’s business, and Scots speakers are so 
incessantly stigmatised on the basis of how they speak that the last 
thing they need is somebody like me coming along and pulling them 
up on how they write as well… 

But if you were asking me, in an academic kind of way, where I 
would draw the line between Scots and Scottish English, my feeling 
would be that Scots is Scots when there’s no unnecessary English 
usages in there… I try to avoid using Scots words in otherwise 
English tweets, as I think it tends to confirm the belief that Scots is 
a dialect or slang, rather than a language in its own right. 

@Anne^Lamont: I frequently cringe at the poor grammar – even 
poor in Scots, which is different to English grammar. The 
inconsistent, phonetic spelling worries me... The often complete 
lack of punctuation troubles me. 

I also tend to think that folk need to be encouraged to use the Scots 
they have in writing, so that criticising all of that is not helpful, when 
someone has taken the brave step of committing Scots to writing. 

The maintenance of older orthographic variants from literary and 

lexicographical authorities appears to be not simply of “antiquarian 

value” (Sebba Spelling, 38), as it might be elsewhere in the English-
speaking world, but something that establishes Scots as more than an 

improvised dialect that perpetuates “the myth that Scots is bad English, 
used only by ill-educated, sweary people” (@Anne^Lamont). The 

awareness of this “myth” drives both sides of the respondents’ message: 
that Scots can be whatever the speaker/writer wants it to be, but Scots is 

more Scots under certain conditions. 

Discussion 

The linguistic data in this investigation showed two distinct styles of non-
standard writing from two distinct social groups. While not much is 

known about the Scottish Twitter group, the Scots Network users are 

language-conscious authors whose concern for the legitimacy of Scots is 

manifested in a more prestigious and visually distinct way of writing. 
When faced with an apparent ‘free-for-all’ of unstandardised 
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orthographic practices, rather than creating new orthographic traditions 

to deviate from standard English – as their Scottish Twitter counterparts 

and AA(V)E users have done online – the authors utilise and preserve old 

ones, while making sure to uphold the conventions of English 

punctuation. 

Interesting parallels are drawn with other ‘illegitimate’ language 

varieties related to English, though Scots seems to be separated from 

them by a long orthographic and literary history, and the authenticity 

and linguistic legitimacy represented by this history. Hence, for the Scots 

Network group the preservation of ‘Scots’ as an independent entity, with 

a precedence recorded in various dictionaries, was more important than 

the creation of a new ‘anti-standard’. Nevertheless, defined as it so often 

is in opposition to standard English, written Scots on a global platform is 

subversive by default; respondents also emphasised that what they write 

is not standard English, and this sense of opposition likely contributes to 

the desire to include ‘purely graphemic’ or ‘symbolic’ non-standard 

orthographic variants in the authors’ repertoires. 

So, a “world where Scots is unacceptable exists side-by-side with the 

world where it is to be valued, an important part of cultural heritage” 

(Unger, 152). It is the awareness of this duality that the Scots Network 

users navigate when making orthographic choices on Twitter and which 

is reflected in their internal conflicts: ‘Scottish Twitter’ is linguistically 

acceptable, but not up to certain standards; @ScottishPeople_ is a funny 

and enjoyable page, but also “demeaning”; standardisation is needed, 
though variability is “wunnerfu” and “democratic”; the refusal to 

accommodate English monolinguals is both “rude” and “brave.” Those 

that support the Scots language seem to want to elevate it while 

welcoming its current use in most forms. The dual status of Scots also 

explains why its writers do not operate within a binary Scots-English 

model, but in a trinary one that reinforces the division between the more 

“approvable” Ideal Scots and the more “vulgar,” urbanised “Bad Scots” 

(Aitken “Scots,” 529). 

Orthographic standards are relevant here in two senses – the first 

concerns ease of communication and ‘readability’, which the Scots 

Network users chose to eschew in various ways. The second concerns 
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standards in a narrower sense – i.e., beyond issues of practicality – based 

on ideology (Milroy and Milroy). The standards and ideologies in question 

are those of the Scots Network authors; the desire to have Scots taken 

seriously appears to motivate the regulation of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ linguistic 

features of Scots19 – a kind of prescriptivism or ‘verbal hygiene’ 
(Cameron) that counteracts the more authoritarian prescriptivism of 
uniformity in written standard English. After all, the “impulse to 

regulate language… takes innumerable forms” (Cameron, 9), which are 

often in conflict with one another. The linguistic standards of this 

‘hygiene’, though still highly variable, appear to favour an orthography 

that looks traditional, distinct, and not “arbitrarily phonetic;” in a 

language that officially and ostensibly has no single notion of standards 

or norms, there exists “an assumed ‘norm’” (McClure “The Language,” 

214) or ‘ideal’ standards (Aitken “Scots”) in writing. 

What is more, these eager Scots Network authors are not entirely at 

the whim of (further) support from government or official organisations 

in addressing their concerns. Twitter allows for the ideologies and 

orthographies discussed here to be negotiated openly and democratically, 
acting as a neutral online space where Scots is made visible by those who 

might otherwise be confined to their physical speech community. 

Conclusion 

Of research into ‘good’ and ‘bad’ language, Cameron (17) notes: “the 

investigation of normative practices, whether contested or taken for 

granted, has the potential to cast light on the relations between language, 
society and identity.” This study explored those relations with regards to 

the written practices of Scots users on Twitter, repeatedly returning to 

the negotiation of language norms – those which are “contested” as well 
as those “taken for granted.” 

The findings revealed a desire to adhere to older, more distinctive, and 

more ‘ideal’ linguistic features for those who are concerned about the 

status and legitimacy of Scots. Indeed, it is because of this concern that 

they choose to do so, often in response to a seemingly popular and 

19 Interestingly, these included the use of punctuation and capitalisation according to the 

conventions of ‘Good English’. 
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allegedly damaging belief that written Scots is an attempt to reflect 

speech. The conflict of standards that language-conscious users face is 

indicative of the fact that Scots is either valued or stigmatised depending 

on how it is written, who is involved, and the context in which it is used. 
The data also showed how this conflict extended to: broader cultural 
attitudes; views on standardisation; opinions on other, more ‘urban’ Scots 

authors; and the subtle conventions of interaction with English 

monolinguals. These tensions were made visible through an approach 

which considered overt and covert attitudes from offline and online data, 
which was cross-referenced with linguistic analysis. A certain standard 

is upheld within an unstandardised language, facilitated by the 

informality and accessibility of social media, where ideologies and 

orthographies are contested and regulated; Twitter is a site of active and 

democratic normative regulation for ‘minority’ language users, whose 

contributions extend beyond geographical borders. 

There are several areas in which further investigation into Scots can 

inform our understanding of written language online. Perhaps most 

pressing is the need to understand the perspective of those who write 

Scots in a more urbanised style, and how this relates to their views on 

language. Those whose innovative orthographies cannot be cross-
referenced with Scots-language dictionaries do not seem to be taken 

seriously as Scots-language users, and it would benefit our 

understanding of Scots writing to know why. Secondly, while the 

enregisterment of Scots CMC has been explored (Cutler), an account of 
performativity such as those given in Back and Zepeda and in Deumert 

and Lexander, not within the scope of this study, would make for a more 

complete analysis of the social media context. Finally, my suggestion that 

there appear to be practices of ‘verbal hygiene’ in Scots requires further 

confirmation and the matter is ripe for exploration on language forums 

used for discussion and (dis)agreement regarding linguistic features. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A – Questionnaire 

1. How old are you? 

2. What is your occupation? 

3. Which part of Scotland did you grow up in? 

4. Who do you expect to read your tweets? 

5. Do your tweets represent the way you speak? 

6. What do you think of ‘Scottish Tweets’? These are humorous pages 

dedicated to retweeting distinctly Scottish tweets - see 

@ScottishPeople_ for examples (likely to contain bad language). 

7. Do these sentences represent the Scots language? If not, what do they 

represent? 

‘Love bein fae Scotland nae other place in the world like it’ 

‘If u canny trust ur pals then they’re no ur pals’ 

‘Don’t hink my da gets how to use emojis’ 

8. Do you consider your tweets to be mainly in Scots or English? 

9. Do you sometimes use Scots spellings in tweets, and if so, why? If you 

cannot express why, that is perfectly ok. 

10.Do you sometimes use Standard English spellings in tweets, and if 
so, why? If you cannot express why, that is perfectly ok. 

11.When writing in Scots, what model do you use and how do you decide 

which spellings to use? 

12.If there is anything else you would like to add, feel free to do so below. 

Appendix B - Aitken’s lexical categories, based on Aitken (“Scots,” 520) 

Scots 

1 2 3 

English 

4 5 

bairn 

brae 

kirk 

ken 

hame 

hale 

mare 

puir 

name 

hole 

before 

soup 

home 

whole 

more 

poor 

child 

slope 

church 

know 
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darg 

cuit 

kenspeckle 

birl 

girn 

mind 

sort 

ay 

gey 

kye 

een 

shuin 

deave 

gaed 

ben the hoose 

muin 

yuis (n.) 

yaize (v.) 

cauld 

auld 

coo 

hoose 

loose 

louse 

pey 

wey 

deed 

dee 

scart 

twaw, twae 

no 

-na, -nae 

room 

miss 

raise 

young 

row 

London 

winter 

feckless 

bite 

tide 

tie 

feed 

see 

leave 

agree 

he 

his 

they 

some 

moon 

use (n.) 

use (v.) 

cold 

old 

cow 

house 

louse 

loose 

pay 

way 

dead 

die 

scratch 

two 

not 

-n’t 

job of work 

ankle 

conspicuous 

spin 

whine 

remember 

mend 

always 

very 

cows 

eyes 

shoes 

deafen, vex 

went 

in or into 

the inner 

part of the 

house 
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